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The Ultimate Turn-Key Offline Consulting Resource

The Offline Consulting Field Is HOT!

As small local business owners begin to feel the ever increasing 
pressures of a poorly performing economy; they are seeking ways to 
compensate.

On the flip-side, consumers are responding to the bad economy by 
stretching dollars and searching online for better deals and better 
value for their money. They are using the Internet search engines to 
research products and services online. Then using this research 
information to do their shopping offline in their local communities.

This scenario translates into a lucrative opportunity for you! This 
guide will provide you with a brief overview of just how easy it is to 
start earning an excellent income by offering online marketing 
services to brick and mortar businesses.
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Boot Strap Option

This method will allow you to start at a relatively quick pace and 
with a very modest investment.  It is by no means comprehensive, 
but many marketing consultants have launched successful business 
with far less information.

Task #1: FOCUS!

Any serious business startup effort requires focus. If you jump 
around from one project to the next, you will generally accomplish 
very little with any of the projects you start!

Commit yourself now, for at least one solid month. Devote this time 
exclusively to learning the basics of the Offline Consulting business. 
Perform the necessary tasks detailed in this guide and you will be 
surprised at your end results. These services are definitely needed – 
you just need to let small local business owners know that they are 
available.

Task #2: Create Your Business Presence

You will need a few things to establish your marketing consulting 
business, while you can initially get started with no business license, 
no business cards, etc., I strongly suggest that you do. While things 
can be started without a business license, doing so will have a 
positive effect on your subconscious. It shows that you are serious 
about pursuing this endeavor and you will likely take it more 
seriously.
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Business License
Go to your county or parish clerk's office and request information 
about business licenses. Depending on where you live, you may be 
able to get this information online. The cost? Again, this will depend 
on where you live, it could be anywhere from $5 to $75 or more. 

You should also consider starting with the simplest business 
structure, which is “Sole Proprietorship”. If you have the 
knowledge and means, you may also consider starting up as a 
“Limited Liability Corporation” (LLC).

Business Cards
You will need business cards. However, because business cards have 
become so common, many people store them and forget them as a 
matter of habit.  

You can do one of two things to make sure your business card is 
noticed and remembered. 

1. Create a regular size business card with a bright background 
color (yellow or red for example). Then use a large type call to 
action blurb, like (“WANT MORE CUSTOMERS – CALL 
FOR A FREE CONSULTATION), or something similar.

2. Create an attractive, over-sized card (4.25”x5.6”). This is a 
postcard size business card. Include a nice image, headline and 
information about you and the benefits your services offer.

This will make a huge difference in visibility as you begin handing 
out more and more business cards. Even if it results in one new 
client for every 200 to 400 cards handed out, it represents an 
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excellent return on investment. This is based on a minimum $300 
service fee from one new client, as opposed to the $15 or $20 cost of 
the 200 to 400 business cards.

Business Phone Line or 1-800 Phone Service
This allows you to add a more professional image to your consulting 
business. You can opt for a second local line or use an 800 service.

It's been proven that people are more willing to call a 1-800 number 
over a local number even when they know the business is local. I 
doubt it will make a huge difference, especially when you use the 
hint below, so go with your preference.

Do a search using the phrase “800 phone services” to locate an 
affordable 1-800 number. Be sure to include the quotes.

Some inexpensive methods for a second local phone include “The 
Magic Jack” and Vonage. 

HINT: If you add some text on your business cards and marketing 
material stating that the caller can simply leave a message that 
includes their contact information, you will generally get more calls. 
Reason being...busy business owners know that they will not run 
into the possibility of getting tied up speaking to a sales person when 
they call.

Forms and Documents

Create a “Service Agreement”.  While researching what others are 
doing, I came across consultants who claim that they do not use any 
type written service agreements. I would advise against this. It's 
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simple enough to do and it just makes good business sense. 

The GuerillaGold Offline Consultant's Profit Arsenal contains all 
the forms you will need to get started.

Basic Office Supplies
Appointment calendars, notepads, pens, paper clips, stapler, ink 
cartridges for your printer, etc. These are just standard supplies 
needed to run any business.
 

Task #3: Create a Professional Consulting Website

You may have seen offline consulting related offers that claim you 
can operate a successful marketing consulting business without a 
website. Huh? Don't even think about it! If you are offering online 
marketing and website services to local business owners and don't 
have a website yourself, you will cause many red flags to go up and 
business owners will question your integrity and ability.

Can you imagine your prospect asking to take a look at your website 
and you responding that you don't have one? Kind of like going to a 
dentist who's smile reveals a row of cavity-ridden teeth!

The simplest way to create your site is by using Wordpress. You will 
need to add marketing and consulting related content, information 
about your services, contact information, privacy policy information, 
autoresponder opt-in form, etc.

The GuerillaGold Offline Consultant's Profit Arsenal comes with 
a customized, search engine optimized Wordpress theme. It's also 
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fully populated with beginning content. All you need to do is upload 
it and edit the content to suit your needs. Less than an hour and 
you're up and running!

Task #4: Prospecting : Going for the Gold

Good prospecting will help you locate well-qualified prospects that 
convert into great clients. Try and target businesses and practices 
with high value customers or clients. Like Attorneys, Dentists, 
Chiropractors, Auto Repair Shops, Real Estate Brokers, etc. 

You can go through the Yellow Pages to find many other business 
and practices of this type.

Start clipping local business newspaper ads, local magazine ads and 
collecting coupon mailer ads, etc. Then start researching the 
businesses whose ads you have clipped. These are prime prospects 
because you know they are spending money on advertising and 
marketing.

Learn the business owners name, when they started the business and 
other pertinent facts. If the business has a website, review it and see 
what can be added or deleted to make it more effective. Do they 
have a Direct Response Email System (autoresponder opt-in box) 
installed? Do they have good call to action copy? Is the website easy 
to navigate?

The GuerillaGold Offline Consultant's Profit Arsenal has a 
complete section along with all the proper tools needed to conduct 
effective prospecting and research.
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Task #5: Create an Informative Hand Out Report 

You can avoid cold calling by offering local business owners an 
informative report that emphasizes the benefits of having an 
effective website and online presence.

One of the reports in the GGOCPA package is the "5 Mistakes 
Report". This is how the report looks after printing and binding.

You will pay about .35 cents to .45 cent for each clear slide binder 
depending on where you purchase them. They can be purchased 
from online office supply sites or from local office supply stores.
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This type report also serves as an excellent ice-breaker whenever 
you casually meet small business owners. Be sure to print out and 
carry a few copies with you wherever you go.

This works especially well when you are shopping at local 
establishment or eating in local restaurants. Ask for the owner and 
simply hand them the report. Let them know the business you are 
associated with and to give you a call if they are interested in 
additional information about marketing their business online.

In addition to creating printed versions of the report, you will also 
want to make the report available as a PDF download. This will 
allow you to offer it as a free report to business owner visitors who 
sign up for your website email list.

If you write your own report, you can use the free Open Office 
application at (http://openoffice.org). It will allow you to export the 
native ODT files directly to PDF format.

You can also create your report using Microsoft Word DOC file 
format. However, you will either need to use Open Office to export 
it to PDF or use a free or paid PDF editing solution. 

A good web-based solution is PDF Online.  It allows you to convert 
Microsoft Word DOC files to PDF format.

If you are unable to write the report yourself, you can outsource the 
task by locating a ghostwriter. Of course you can also save time and 
money by purchasing the GuerillaGold Offline Consultant's Profit 
Arsenal which contains two brandable reports that can be given to 
your prospects. 
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How Should You Dress When Meeting Prospects

I have read a lot of material regarding offline marketing and one 
camp says suit and tie, while another camp says business casual.

Keep in mind, you are not dealing with huge corporate entities here. 
You are dealing primarily with small, mom and pop type businesses. 
In most situations a suit and tie would be overkill and generally raise 
subdued skepticism.

When I go out on consultations and appointments, I wear business 
casual (a button down shirt or polo shirt and docker type pants). 
There have been a very few occasions when I did wear a suit and tie, 
but it was a larger company and I was dealing with a manager who 
also wore a suit and tie. I suggest you go with business casual and 
play it by ear as far as dressing up goes.

Pricing Your Services

Keep in mind, this pricing information is meant to serve as a guide 
and is not set in stone. Pricing will vary greatly depending on what 
part of the country you live in and what you feel comfortable with 
charging your clients.

I will tell you this...the mistake most new consultants make is 
charging far too little for their services. If it happens to you, don't 
sweat it, just keep pushing. As your confidence grows it will become 
easier to begin charging premium rates.

Also keep in mind that you are delivering services whose cost can 
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generally be recouped by the business owner with 1 to maybe 10 
new customers. 

Below, I have only listed pricing on a few starter type services. You 
will learn more about pricing more complex services as you begin 
reading and studying marketing consulting material.

Search Engine Optimization (On Page) $75 to $100 per page

This involves optimizing the actual pages of the website and 
includes basic submission to search engines and directories.

Search Engine Optimization (Off Page) $400 to $1000+

Off-page SEO involves submitting the website URL to search 
engines, directories, and building back-links. You would generally 
charge an on-going monthly fee of $100 to $300 or more depending 
on the tasks to be performed.

Google Maps Listing : $75 to $2500

The low end would be for implementing a plain Google Map with 
contact details and proper keywords only. The high end would be for 
clients who want a video created and submitted along with editing 
and installation of photo images.

Be sure you set up a separate Google account for your clients. Don't 
add their Google Maps under your account.
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Resources

Below you will find several resources. Some to be used for your own 
business needs; others will help you service your client accounts.

Web Site Development Xsitepro for Website Developement

The 90 Second Web Site Builder is a "drag-n-drop" HTML 
generator. It's fast and easy to use. It's priced at $77 but you can get 
it for $57 if you click on the back button after you get to the website. 
When you do this, you will be presented with the $57 “special 
offer”.

They also offer a huge assortment of marketing graphics and other 
accessories that make this an excellent deal at $57.

Autoresponder Services

Due to the scourge of spam and the fact that many email services 
delete messages before they ever get delivered, you will need to deal 
with autoresponder services that can provide good message delivery 
rates. 

Listed here are two of the best and most popular autoresponder 
services available. They have been proven to have highly reliable 
delivery rates. If you eventually decide to go with another service, be 
sure they can promise good delivery rates for your clients' email 
messages.
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Aweber
http://offlineconsultant.com/a/aweber.html

Aweber autoresponder services start at $19 per month for up to 500 
subscribers. The monthly cost increases depending on the number of 
total subscribers you have.

They offer a wide variety of HTML email templates. This is a good 
feature since you would be charging clients a premium for HTML 
emails over plain text.

GetResponse
http://offlineconsultant.com/a/getresponse.html

Less expensive than Aweber, you can start a subscription for only 
$17.95 per month. They offer over 150 HTML email templates. They 
also offer advanced personalization features. This is the 
autoresponder I currently use for my clients and many of my own 
projects. One reason is that it integrates well with other marketing 
and e-commerce tools I use. 
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Offline/SEO Consulting Information

Learning new techniques and staying up to date about the industry 
will eventually lead to increased profits. The resources listed below 
will allow you to connect with thousands of other offline/SEO 
consultants.

OfflineBiz is one of the best and most active forums that caters to 
Offline/SEO Consulting industry. Another popular forum is Local 
Biz Builders.

One of the newer offline consulting forums in which you want to 
begin participation is OfflineIsAGoldmine. 

The resources listed here are only the tip of the iceberg. You will be 
presented with even more valuable resources via the OC Newsletter 
and as you begin reading and immersing yourself in industry related 
material. Most important advice – TAKE ACTION!

Remember, you can cut two weeks to two months off your setup 
time with the GuerillaGold Offline Consultant's Profit Arsenal.
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